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                               Chairman’s Notes 
 

It is always good to report something pleasing. Our Christmas and wildlife cards have been an 
outstanding success. Great support from members has turned what could have been a very tight 
financial year into an account sheet that will make more pleasant reading. All the Committee were 
involved from start to finish but Stephen Powles deserves special mention. 
 
Another bright note was our recent visit to Slimbridge. The forecast was terrible and it poured but we 
literally had the place to ourselves – wonderful!   Read Peter Richardson’s article. 
 
We have email addresses for 75% of members but to increase this figure will reduce our expenses. It 
will also cut time lag for short notice visits, the very occasional cancellation and for general notices. 
Give your email address to any Committee member. 
 
Your excellent attendance at the first three meetings of our indoor season has been well rewarded by 
our outstanding speakers at each. Your complimentary comments afterwards are always appreciated. 
They confirm your enjoyment and interest and are good guidance for the future. There are more 
coming up – yes – at the AGM as well, so don’t miss the opportunity for others to share our 
enjoyment and bring friends along. 
 
In arranging a compelling programme it is essential to have your ideas as well as those from the 
Committee. There will be a suggestions board at the annual buffet dinner so think hard about what 
you would like to see in next year’s programme for both inside and outside agendas. 
 
As you read in Ralph’s obituary of Dennis Pickering in the last newsletter he was a very active, happy 
and unconventional man. His funeral service celebrated his life in exactly those ways and was a joy to 
remember. The family very generously named our Society as one of three beneficiaries of the retiring 
collection. We subsequently received and gratefully acknowledged a cheque for £122.50; but how 
should we use it? The Committee was unanimous that it should not just disappear into general 
expenditure but should be used for something of a more permanent nature to benefit, in some way or 
other, as many members as possible.  There will be a sheet for your thoughts on that suggestions 
board. 
 
To those of a superstitious nature 2013 might appear a gloomy portent – but treat it like the 
Slimbridge visit, do something, and reap the benefits. 
 
A great new year to you all. 

David Leader  
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   Features 

 
Animal Behaviour 
Like many others, I am often guilty of going on a trip or holiday keenly trying to see as much wildlife 
as possible. 
 
While it is very nice to see new species, I am becoming much more aware that we need to stand back 
and take a little more time in observing. This can best be illustrated by three examples. 
 
We all know the birds we get in our gardens and on our feeders, but 
do not always register what they are doing. Everybody expects, 
nowadays, to see a variety of tits and finches on hanging feeders but 
how many others do you have clinging on. In our garden we have 
Rooks and Jackdaws doing acrobatics and have had Tree Creepers 
on our fatballs as well as Pied Wagtails on peanuts, but this year we 
have also added Robins and Collared Doves to the list. When I check 
my bird books, there is no mention of this sort of behaviour   for many 
of these species.                                    Spoonbill with bi-valve 
                        (photo by Shelia Richardson) 

Shelia and I added a new bird to our tick list this year when we watched 
Spoonbills in Suffolk and Norfolk. We watched them feeding for some 
time, sweeping their bills through the shallow water and picking up Bi-
valves (e.g. clams, mussels, scallops etc) to eat. These they prised 
open with a twist of their bill, throwing their heads back to swallow the 
flesh before dropping the empty shell. Although we were at some 
distance Shelia did manage to catch this on one of her photographs. It 
was not until we were home and I could look at reference information 
that I found there is no mention of this feeding habit, merely saying that 
they were filter feeders for small crustaceans, worms etc. 
 
On another occasion, I was able to get close to a Grey Squirrel who 

Squirrel with toadstool       was eating a toadstool. This is not uncommon, but what was so different 
(photo by Peter Richardson)   was that it pulled off the stalk and threw it away and then methodically 
peeled the skin off the cap in strips with its paws.  A behaviour I cannot find described in any book so 
far. 
 
The point I am trying to make, is that we can all add to knowledge about quite ordinary wildlife and 
bring it to the attention of the everyday wildlife enthusiast.  Even if someone has already recorded 
these behaviours, they are probably buried in some very dry and dusty scientific paper. 

Peter Richardson 

 

The Changing Countryside? 
In 1992 it was discovered that an unknown disease, causing leaf loss and stem lesions, was killing 
Common Ash (Fraxinus excelsior) in Poland. Since then it has spread steadily throughout Europe. 
Denmark is estimated to have lost between 60% - 90% of its ash trees. No species of ash is 
unattracted by its embrace although it does appear that 10% may have some immunity. 
 
Chalara fraxinus is a fungus. Spores from the fruiting bodies on infected dead leaves are spread by 
wind and rain, possibly for up to 50 kilometres, but the spores are only viable between June and 
September. Leaves are affected in the first year, lesions appear in the second. Moist conditions are 
proving the most favourable! The risk of spread by birds, animals and humans is officially classed as 
low. 
 
Both plants and seeds can be infected by C. fraxinus and, indeed, it was in young plants that the 
disease was first discovered  in the UK in February 2012.  A nursery in  Buckinghamshire had  
imported  
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stock from Holland. Unfortunately, it was not to prove an isolated 
case and the Forestry Commission have stated that there are now 
257 cases throughout the UK, with all four countries being 
involved (Nov 2012). The eastern side of the country has the 
highest number; so far, the South West remains with no reported 
cases.   
 
What of the future? Is there hope or could ash follow the same 
route as elm. Ash, before maturity, seems condemned to die. In 
excess of 40 years of age, however, it becomes infected, appears 
to suffer but not to die.  
 
Our forests, woods, parks and urban area may well be depleted, 
our hope is that they will not be devastated. 
 
It has now been officially announced that two single cases of the 
disease have now been notified in the South West, one in 
Cornwall and one in Devon. Until mid December the area had 
been clear. More must now be expected. Plant new trees to make 
up!      Note: Chalara is pronounced with a hard C  

David Leader 
    An example of Ash die back 

(photo:  courtesy of the Food & Environment  
 Research Agency (Fera), Crown Copyright) 

 

A Bad Harvest 
The cold, wet spring and summer has been disastrous for farmers and gardeners alike with the yield 
of most crops being well down this year. Likewise many of the seeds and berries in our woods and 
hedgerows are in short supply so our wildlife is likely to struggle 
over the coming months, especially if we have a hard 
winter.  
 
Acorns (a favourite with jays and squirrels), 
beech mast (eaten by wood mice and pigeons) 
and sloes (bitter to us but enjoyed by 
Blackbirds, Mistle thrushes and Fieldfares) 
are virtually absent. Sadly, no sloe gin for us 
this year! The crop of hazelnuts is well down 
so dormice, wood mice, bank voles and 
squirrels will have poor fat reserves to see them 
through the winter. As wood mice seek out food 
supplies more may appear in your house! 

              Blackbird 
                           photo by Stephen Powles 

With the supply of food in the wild being so poor this winter we are likely to see more wildlife in our 
gardens, feeding on garden berries and seeds as well as the food we put out for them. When feeding 
the birds try to supply as wide a variety of foods as possible both in feeders and on the ground.  

  Stephen Powles 

 
 

Wild California. 
In late September, I was in California visiting friends. We were on the coast north of San Francisco, on 
Point Reyes, which is an extraordinary chunk of land stuck onto the mainland like a badly fitted jigsaw 
piece. It is moving north at a rate of about 3 inches a year, and the San Andreas fault lies between it 
and the mainland. Earthquakes are a regular feature, but we didn’t have the shakes while I was there. 
Some dislocated fences and gullies were testament to past upheavals. 
 
What we did have was flocks of migrating birds everywhere along the coast, on their way south for the 
winter. As we went along the beach on Point Reyes, drifts of Sanderling advanced and receded  before   
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the crashing Pacific waves.  Exhausted Snowy 
Plovers from Alaska hardly moved as we 
passed, and Least Sandpipers were nearly 
trodden on as they blended into the sand and 
washed-up seaweed. Also there were Western 
and Semi-palmated Sandpipers in amongst 
the Sanderlings, and Red-Necked Grebes 
bobbing offshore in the waves. Preening on 
the beach was a gull I’d never seen or heard 
of before, a denizen of the Western Pacific 
coast, Heermann’s Gull; and a macabre duel 
was going on between a big crab and a 
Greater Black-backed Gull. The gull won. 
Raccoon footprints in the sand showed where 
they too  had cashed in on  the crabs. 

               
                     The  beach at  Point Reyes              (photos by Liz Rogers) 

After all these delights, we went down the coast to Monterey Bay, hired 
kayaks, and went looking for sea otters, seals and sea lions. All were 
seen, plus Brown Pelicans, Willets (a large wader), Marbled Godwits, 
Lesser Yellowlegs and Long-billed Curlews. sea otters took the cake 
for charismatic mammals, though the noisy California sea lions were 
not far behind! We didn’t see any of the otters smashing mollusc 
shells on their bellies; instead, they were in grooming mode, 
constantly attending to their fur and revolving in the water. Sea otters 
are a keystone species for the giant kelp beds in Monterey Bay, 
because they prey on the sea urchins which would otherwise devour the 
kelp. Let’s hope we never see another crash in sea        
otter populations (as occurred because of the fur trade),and that the  Sea Otter at Monteray Bay     
giant kelp beds continue to flourish.   If you ever go there, and are short of time, go to the Monterey 
Aquarium where you can see the kelp beds without getting wet. What a habitat! 

Liz Rogers. 
 

Summer Surprise 
When you see mechanical diggers dragging tons of gorse and bracken from the ground and dumping it 
in huge piles, then leaving the remaining ground bare, it is quite upsetting. If this area is on one of your 
favourite walks you are convinced that everything is wrecked there. However, in one particular place 
this is not so. 
The digging out took place last winter, when firebreaks were being created at Hawkerland Common 

(part of what is collectively referred to as Woodbury Common), 
leaving the cleared area very bare and uninteresting.  That is until 
last July.   Small plants of gorse and bracken had already began 
to emerge, with other tiny very common waste and heathland 
type plants.   But upon inspecting a friendly Slow-worm we knew 
lived there under some corrugated iron, we noticed a mauve and 
yellow pansy, quite unobtrusive and small.   On further inspection 
of the area, about 150 square metres, we discovered quite a few 
more. We then returned several times as we were rather excited 
in finding these Viola tricolour growing in this apparently denuded 

part of the Common.  It is also known as Heartsease because of 

its medicinal properties but has many other synonyms. 
 
As time went on we saw more and more of these little pansies, 
each one developing several flowers and there was some 
variation in colours throughout the thirty or so plants we found 
there. They were really widespread within their location. 

 
 One of our earlier finds -  late July 

 (photos in this article by Malcolm Randle) 
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At this stage we thought we should inform Clinton Devon 

Estates, (who manage the Common) especially as this time 
happened to be the annual  ‘Heath Week’ when wardens 
take people on walks on the Common. They had  no idea 
these beautiful little violas were there   and the warden 
immediately went to see them and was quite thankful to us 
for pointing them out. 
 
They flowered well 
into September, we 
just hope they won’t 
be overcome by 
new gorse growth 
in the Spring.   We 
shall be on the 
lookout for them next  
July. 

      
                                Our friendly Slow worm! 

    
 One of our later finds – late August  
   

                                         Brenda Randle 
 

 

                                       Meeting Reports 
 
September 21st Roger Avery “The Lives of British Ants” 
We have come to expect entertaining and informative presentations from Roger and this one was no 
exception. Ants, like bees and wasps, belong to the social order Hymenoptera, and their lives have 
many common features; sexual reproduction is confined to the males and the queen, the workers are 
all sterile females and these numerically form the bulk of the colony or nest.  However, only males and 
new queens have wings and are only produced at certain times of the year. When climatic conditions 
are right swarming occurs with mating during the nuptial flight. The males then die and the fertilised 
queen returns to earth, breaks off her wings and seeks out a place to found a new colony next Spring, 
or she may enter an existing nest, so for a time some 
nests may have more than one queen. 
Since some nests produce 
predominantly males or new 
queens prior to swarming and 
many nests swarm 
simultaneously there is 
adequate opportunity for 
mixing genes. The now 
wingless queen having 
produced and reared 
the first few workers 
resorts to egg laying. 
Ants are very 
numerous and to prove 
this Roger suggested we 
do a breadcrumb test, 
selecting a suitably warm 
day, putting down a few crumbs  
and seeing how long it takes for an 
ant  to  appear to  scavenge  the morsel 
He was confident that  we would  be 
impressed.                                     Wood ants nest at Yarner Wood 
                                            (photo by Malcolm Randle)                         
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As with bees and wasps the workers have different tasks within the nest, some tending the larvae and 
moving them around the nest others (soldiers) defending, others foraging. The UK has about 38 
species (about 15000 world wide]) but Roger drew most attention to 4 common species:-   
     Red garden ant (Myrmica rubra;  
     Black garden ant (Lasius niger);  
     Yellow meadow ant (Lasius flavus) which produces anthills in rough pastures;  
     Wood ant (Formica rufa]) well  known for 
     its  ability  to  squirt  formic  acid  when 
     its surface nest is disturbed. 
The garden ants nest is largely 
underground but the pupae (erroneously 
called ant eggs) are often seen being 
moved around at the surface. Ant 
behaviour is dominated by smell. 
Chemicals produced by the queen 
determine  the caste  a worker will belong 
to and therefore its behaviour, whilst those 
produced by the workers inform other 
workers what they have been doing 
encouraging them to follow (repeat the 
crumb experiment with a larger food 
morsel).  Workers also follow the sun, but 
if the sun is shaded and its rays redirected 
with a mirror the ant will change direction  
accordingly (this is a must try).    Most ants   Diagram reproduced by courtesy of the Norsey Wood  
are  omnivorous  with   strong  carnivorous                                Society   (see norseywood.org.uk) 
tendencies (wood ants destroy many forest pests like beetles).  Some foreign species actively farm the 
fungi on which they feed, whilst our own garden ants will farm sap sucking aphids for the honey dew 
they excrete.  
 
Other species show parasitic tendencies with the queen invading the nest of a related species where 
she lays her eggs to be tended by the host nest workers and the emerging new workers ultimately 
taking over the nest.  Formica sanguinea, a native species, engages in slave making by invading the 
nest of Formica fusca and stealing its pupae to be tended by the thieves’ workers until they hatch to 
become slave workers for their captors.  A number of other creatures may find refuge in an ant nest. 
and one is actually a welcome guest; this is the maturing caterpillar of the Large Blue butterfly which is 
taken to the nest by a species of red ant for the honeydew it produces whilst feeding on ant larvae (a 
symbiotic relationship). 
 
First it was the earthworm now it is the ant.  Roger has made the lives of these common, often 
overlooked, creatures fascinating.   What next will he open our eyes to;  molluscs perhaps?  

Alan Hopkins 

 
October 19th  The Great Crane Project - bringing back the Common Crane 

to the Somerset Levels 
Roger Lucken, an RSPB volunteer, stepped in at short notice to deliver this talk in place of Richard 
Archer.    This project is a joint venture by WWT (Slimbridge), RSPB, Pensthorpe Conservation Trust, 
and Viridor Credits.  

 
Although widespread in Europe the Eurasian/Common Crane was lost from UK some 400 years ago. 
15 species of crane exist worldwide; some are endangered, but not the common crane. All cranes are 
large impressive and noisy, with stunning courtship displays and migrations. In 1979 a few arrived in 
Norfolk and overwintered there and subsequently bred. Clearly this indicated that with suitable habitat 
restoration and management we could get them back.  However, there was little indication of a natural 
large influx of new individuals so the current few residents would likely become inbred, and increase in 
numbers would be slow as cranes only lay 2 eggs and usually only manage to rear 1 chick to fledging. 
The Somerset Levels had been identified as the next most suitable site in southern England to attempt 
a reintroduction and its proximity to Slimbridge with their expertise in aviculture of threatened species 
would be a huge advantage.     In North America the Whooping Crane had suffered huge losses due to  
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shooting and pesticides but their conservation efforts and captive breeding and rehabilitation 
experience would prove helpful. 
 
The Project was to collect naturally incubated eggs from a good breeding population site in E 
Germany. The incubation period is 28-30 
days. Eggs are collected at 15 days and 
this usually results in the parents laying 
again. This is the safest stage to move 
them in portable incubators back to 
Slimbridge by road where incubation is 
completed. On hatching, the chicks 
rapidly imprint on their human attendants 
who are attired in grey overall suits and 
carry a dummy crane’s head on a pole to 
simulate a parent bird (copying the 
American experience) and initiate 
feeding. The young grow quickly but are 
aggressive and must be kept separate to 
avoid conflict and injury. They also need 
to be walked to avoid leg problems. At 8 -
10 weeks they are gradually introduced in 
small groups and at about 14 weeks old are              Photo from Great Crane Project website 
taken   to  the  Somerset Levels, initially  into                    (Credit: Nick Upton/naturepl.com) 
aviaries,  to protect from predators, then outside nearby for more exercise and to encourage them to 
use their wings.  
 
Finally, they are colour ringed for easy identification prior to release, and some are fitted with radio 
trackers.  Being social birds they tend to stay in groups and  movable plywood adult decoys are used to 
complete the rehabilitation.  The first release was in 2010 (18 survived) followed by 17 in 2011 (15 
remained on the Levels, one arrived in Kent and then departed south) and 19 in September 2012.   
Last winter three wild birds joined the group. Currently there are 52 on the Levels (see area around 
Greylake and north of the River Parret near Oath). The target is 100 birds in five years. First breeding 
is not expected until 2015 target 20 breeding pairs by 2025.  
 
This was a most encouraging talk on practical conservation on our doorstep expertly presented by one 
of the project participants. Thank you Roger.   (See also www.thegreatcraneproject.org.uk ) 

Alan Hopkins 
 

November 16th -Brendan Godley “Tracking Marine Turtles for 
Conservation” 
Professor Brendan Godley trained as a veterinary surgeon but is now head of the Centre for Ecology 
and Conservation at Exeter University [Cornwall campus] so he now regards himself primarily as a 
biologist.  He first became involved with Leatherback turtles in 1989 in Trinidad, and is now involved in 

many countries collaborating with other 
conservation groups. Of the seven marine turtle 
species most inhabit tropical waters. Our nearest 
are in the Mediterranean with the Loggerhead 
being the commonest and the Leatherback and 
Green the rarest. Leatherbacks turn up on our 
shores as vagrants but they appear to be the 
most cold tolerant. Conservation involves not only 
studying marine turtle biology but also fund 
raising and liaising with the local population 
particularly those with commercial and cultural 
interests (fishing, and harvesting turtles and their 
eggs for food). His students are often involved 
with survey work. Contrary to media impressions 
he asserted that marine turtles are  not   critically   

          Loggerhead turtle coming up for air             endangered  at   the   moment.  
            

http://www.thegreatcraneproject.org.uk/
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However, they are heavily exploited for food, and by disturbance of their breeding beaches. 
Commercial fishing by-catch also accounts for some avoidable losses. 
 
Turtles are long lived (100+years is possible), but they do not reach breeding age until around 30. 
Satellite tracking these adults using a transmitter glued to the top of the shell (carapace) has proved a 
valuable tool for tracing migration and breeding.  Signals can only be picked up from the ocean when 
turtles surface to breathe. Much of their time is spent submerged and feeding.  Large turtles may dive 
up to 50 metres and stay submerged for up to six hours. Transmitters have a limited life (about 1 year) 
before they fall off or the battery is exhausted. In spite of these limitations we now know much more 
about these enigmatic creatures.  Less is known about the hatchlings who head off into the distant 
ocean for 10 to 15 years  before returning to coastal waters for another 10+ years growing to maturity. 
Very little growth takes place after they start breeding. Mating takes place at sea, after which the 
female  will  nest,  lay a  large clutch,  and then repeat the  
process,  digging five or six nests in a season. This 
leaves them exhausted so they may not breed again 
until they have regained condition; they do not breed 
every year.  
 
The knowledge gained by satellite tracking and 
tagging marine turtles, also identifying breeding 
sites and fishing hotspots where commercial 
interests conflict with conservation, is enabling 
protected areas to be mapped out.  Protected 
areas may overlap national maritime boundaries, as 
illustrated by Gabon and Congo, so co-operation is 
vital.                               
         
Gabon  has the  largest concentration  of  breeding                                   Green turtle 
turtles in the world and significantly a small human            (both photos taken by Dave Randle on the        
population.   The greatest challenge is the need  to                  Mesoamerican Barrier Reef Mexico)        
control  illegal fishing.  Harvesting turtle eggs to be             
hatched in  a  protected area, as seen in the media,                   
raises human interest in turtle conservation and biology but in Professor Godley`s opinion is less 
significant. However, if incubation temperatures significantly influence the sex of hatchlings as is the 
case with other Chelonia (the order containing all turtles and tortoises), it might be possible to artificially 
increase the number of females to be released. 

 
The seven species of sea turtle are: Leatherback, Green, Loggerhead, Hawksbill, Kemp`s Ridley, Olive 
Ridley, and Flatback.     
(See also:  www.seaturtle.org/mtrg/pubs   and  http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sea_turtles )   

Alan Hopkins. 

 
Event Reports 

 

Visit to Lee Bay – 29th September 
Lee Bay is situated on the rugged stretch of coast between Ilfracombe and Woolacombe which 
includes Bull Point and Morte Point, both notorious for shipwrecks in earlier times. 

 
We planned our visit to coincide with low tide when an expanse of 
sand emerges from among the rocks as does a way through the 
cliffs westwards round to Sandy Cove, a large shingle beach. It 
was a fine day and we met in the car park by the bay, about 14 of 
us, plus several dogs!   
 
Armed with buckets, nets, information sheets, cameras etc we set 
off to explore the sandy shore and rock pools. We searched for 
sea anemones finding Beadlet anemone (Actinia equina) and 
Gem anemone Aulactinia verrucosa  (photo by Malcolm Randle)  

http://www.seaturtle.org/mtrg/pubs
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sea_turtles
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Snakelocks anemone (Anemonia 
viridis) easily, but the Gem 
anemone (Aulactinia verrucosa) 
was more difficult to spot.  The 
rocks had a good covering of 
seaweeds, including egg wrack, 
dulse, oarweed, bladder wrack, 
sea lettuce and thongweed. 
Molluscs found included common 
limpets, top shells, periwinkles, 
dog whelks and mussels. Small 
crustaceans and a large sea 
slater were also found amongst 
the rocks. Fishing in the rock 
pools resulted in finds of common 
prawns, shore crabs, hermit crab, 
common blenny, five-bearded 
rockling and jelly fish.  
 
We had a break in our activities 
for  a   picnic  lunch   amongst  the             Members of the party on the hunt for natural treasures 
rocks  and   then   some   of   our                                   (photo by Malcolm Randle) 
party ventured  through  to  Sandy 
            Cove  via  the  smuggler’s   path,   passing  deep  pools  with colourful                     

      seaweeds.  Some then returned through the rocks to Lee Bay but 
others climbed up the steps to join the Coastal Path, (a pale tussock 

moth caterpillar crossing our path on the way) and then took the 
road back to the car park.  

 
We all went up to Rockley, our holiday cottage at the top of the 
hill, for a welcome cup of tea, scones and biscuits. There we 
were able to examine the specimens in more detail using 
apparatus supplied by Alan Hopkins. Later in the evening, after 
the group had left, Alan spotted the blue-rayed limpet (Helcion 
pellucidum) on the kelp, the striking ‘phosphorescent’ like blue 

lines along the shell. The following day we went down to the bay 
at low water to return the specimens and found several more of 

these limpets on the kelp, so they are clearly quite common at Lee. 
 

          Blue-rayed limpet         I think everyone enjoyed  the visit, not  least  Ellie,  Alan and Gill’s  three  
   (photo by Margaret Grose)     month old puppy having her first taste of the seaside!  

                                                                                                            Margaret and Jim Grose 
 

Visit to the Wildlife & Wetlands Trust at Slimbridge 20th November 
On a wet and windy Tuesday, David Leader and myself, with Roger and Carol Winlaw, plus Bill Jones 
and his daughter Beverley set out for a very enjoyable day. I don’t usually list the members, but I 
thought this hardy six, (all that remained of the expected twenty-three) deserved special mention. 
 
As you can imagine, due to the weather there were not many other visitors, but it certainly wasn’t quiet 
as the birds were as noisy as ever, particularly the geese. The noise level increased when Carol’s felt 
hat went sailing into the Swan lake.  Fortunately, it sailed sedately across the pond where she was able 
to retrieve it with a rake.!  

 
For those of you who have not visited the reserve, it houses probably the greatest variety of wildfowl 
from all around the world, and, of course, the designed habitat and regular feeding brings in large 
numbers of wild birds, so it is sometimes difficult to know which birds are which. 
 
The grounds are well set out with good pathways around the collection, also, all around the “tame” area 
are paths leading to a variety of bird hides looking out onto the estuary, fields  and rivers.  There is also  
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a pleasant restaurant, with marvellous picture windows looking out on to a Flamingo enclosure, a shop 
and always a spectacular exhibition of wildlife art. 
 
Apart from birds there are enclosures with 
otters and displays of small mammals 
(such as Harvest mice) and 
amphibians. 
 
Highlights for me were good 
sightings of a Bittern, a selection 
of wading birds on the estuary 
and feeding time for the otters. 
We positively identified 46 
species of birds. 
 
The main event was the last of 
the day, when the wild birds 
were fed on Swan lake.  Although 
there were few Bewick’s swans 
present this was compensated for by 
the large numbers of Pochard and 
Pintail ducks. The feeding frenzy was   
quite spectacular as you may see from the  
photo opposite. 

                                        The Slimbridge feeding frenzy (photo by Peter Richardson) 
Peter Richardson 

 

                                          
                                   Programme Notes 

 
It seems quite natural now that the annual buffet dinner takes place in January; comfort all round with 
the surroundings, good food and convivial company. 
 
A fortnight later we are out and about again visiting the spectacularly refurbished Royal Albert 
Memorial Museum in Exeter on 31st Jan. 
 
Stephen Powles’s first “Reflections” evening was impressive and this year promises to be even better. 
You can help arrange another super evening of varied subjects by offering your photos and films as 
soon as possible. This will be a tremendous help to a busy man and will be much appreciated. 
 
Bird migration is still puzzling many researchers but, with the advent of this electronic world we live in, 
micro chipping is beginning to unravel routes, stoppages and timings in minute detail. While the birds 
are here, however, we should see them. There is a two part visit on Monday 18th Feb; morning at 
Bowling Green Marsh, then lunch in the car or pub at Exminster Marshes ready for the afternoon’s 
rarities. 
 
After the excitement of the AGM on 15th March, Liz Rogers is bringing her magic carpet to zoom us 
from Tiverton to the southern hemisphere, just - The Marvels and Mysteries of the Galapagos. 
 
We should be brought down to earth again in April with the nocturnal copulating habits of badgers and 
deer but that has now been put back in the programme until next year. Instead we will be taken along 
the Mid Atlantic Ridge. Beau Rowlands (Environmental Studies, Cape Town) is to island hop from 
Ascension, St Helena and others with his talk entitled Wildlife of the South Atlantic Islands. Yet another 
compelling evening. 
 
On 30th April, the very last day of this year’s programme, the heronry at Little Silver will be “under the 
microscope” , as it were, since we will be looking down into the nests from high ground 200 metres 
away. 

David Leader  



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

  
 


